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FREE with Purchase of 4 Cases

This easy-to-assemble display will maximize your floor space, attract attention and
increase product sales. Sturdy, corrugated construction promotes durability and allows
you to restock again and again with CRC FREEZE-OFF.

Pre-packed floor display ships complete with 4 cases
(48 cans) of CRC FREEZE-OFF
Easy to assemble — step-by-step, diagrammed
instructions included
Eye-catching display for increased profits at your
store or shop
FREEZE-OFF freezes and cracks rust for deeper
penetration and faster results
Great for freeing frozen or rusted parts on:
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Automobiles, trucks, motorcycles
Agricultural equipment
Household items
Plumbing fixtures
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Boats
Watersports equipment
Sporting goods

The latest in penetrating technology!

CRC FREEZE-OFF Super Penetrant is a unique formula that uses Freeze-Shock
Action to FREEZE, PENETRATE and LOOSEN rusted and corroded mechanisms.
Upon contact, FREEZE-OFF immediately drops the temperature of the area in direct
contact with the spray. The freezing effect cracks the rusted surface, allowing
FREEZE-OFF to reach deeper and work more effectively than other penetrants to
loosen corroded nuts, bolts, hinges, locks and more!
Part No.
05801

Package Type Net Contents
Display		 4 cases

05002s (Low VOC) Aerosol Can		

11.5 oz.

Units/Case
48
12

Unit Dimensions
50”H x 18”W x 12”D
9.25”H x 2.63”W x 2.63”D

Case Dimensions
25”H x 12.5”W x 18.5”D
9.7”H x 8.3”W x 11.1”D

sThis product is extremely flammable. Do not apply while equipment is energized.
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CRC Industries is a worldwide leader in the production of
specialty chemicals for maintenance and repair professionals and
do-it-yourselfers, serving the automotive, heavy trucking, marine,
hardware, industrial and aviation markets. CRC is ISO 9001:2008
certified and adheres to the strictest guidelines for quality in all facets
of research, development and production.
CRC®, K&W®, Sta-Lube®, Marykate® and
products denoted with ® and ™ are trademarks
of CRC Industries, Inc.
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